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act~, as one who has a greatmission !.o execute,, that, namely, o/'peopiing 
theinhabitants.worht with machines for toe spreaumg.of wealth and comfort among . . . . .  its 

There are internal meliorations in the condition of the workmen peculiar 
to Mr. Cockerill's works, and solely due to his sagacity and genius, at once 
inventive, bohl, and benevolent. Such comforts~ for instance~ as the robing 
or clothing.rooms, where the workmen hang up their out-of-door clothes 
when they come, and their working ones when they go away. Every work- 
man has his place marked by a certain number, and a placard ~'ith his 
name. This is transplanting the habits of the business-office into the work- 
shop. But what is most striking is a large hall in the centre of the works, 
with a stove in the middle of it, neatly ornamented like most of the Belzian 
stoves; and upon this stove, morn, noon, and eve, there hangs a kettle filled 
with warm coffee. It is in this hall that all the workmen meet at certain 
hours of the day, in the intervals of labour, and take their coffee~ men and 
tbremen together, the latter holding a certain moral president% which the 
others willingly acknowledge. ~ They here chat without noise orquarrelling~ 
until the sound of the clock calls every man to his duties again. 

Lena. Much, Meg. 

~dvanlages of Yh~ti-frielion ~Iaehinery. By MR. COLES. 

The lecturer co:nmenced by showing tile necessity of all four-wheel car. 
riages being made to move nn pivots in the centre of their axles, instead o[ 
being fixed and immoveable, as at present eonslrueled. He then showed 
that tile offwheels of an ordinary raihvay-carriage, when working round 
a circle of ~..q yards radius, would lose 10 inches anti a halfevery revolution 
they made, even when working on moveable axles, and they could not make 
many revolutions upon any curve without running fbul of  the rails, and 
titus the engine would have to contend with an enormous amount offrietionj 
one-half of the wheels of each train would press with their flanges against 
the rails, as also an increase of friction in the bearings of the axles, by the 
wheels being thrown obliquely in their bearings. 

To obviate which he introduced models of a new step.rail, which maybe 
made of cast-iron, d~us: an indentation or step is sunk down on the inner 
edge of the rail of about one-third its width and half an inch deep in the 
highest, and about three-quarters in the lowest part. The step of the rail 
for working curves would be so low down as never to come in contact with 
the rim of the wheel in working~straight lines, nor when working the:inner 
curve.  The flange, or largest part of the otf-wheel~ runs entirely on the step 
of the rail when working a curve of ~5 yards radius; but if working a curve 
of twice that size it would work one.half on the plain part of the rail, and 
the other half on the step, which would be undulated, having hills and 
valleys of equal distance, by which the wheels would run parallel to each 
other, and thus work clear of the rails anti cause no side frictinn~ and,rails 
may thus be formed to suit any curve; the principle of securing the rail to 
its bearings is both novel and ingenious, and which is particularly described 
in an "Essay on Locomotive Traveling." 

The lecturer then demonstrated more fully his principle of the traversing 
axles of the four.wheel carriages, from which it appeared manifest that by 
fixing a stout iron bar to the collars or bearings of the axles, the wheels 
being outside the frames, such bars would work up and down the grooves 
with their collars, whilst their axles would revolve in their collars as before 
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and to these bars two other bars would be attached~ something in the shape 
of a quadrant, whieb meet each other between the two axles and form a 
union or knuckle-joint, each part would be operated upon by the rail add 
thrown diagonally with their axles into right angles with the curve of the 
rails, room being allowed in the grooves in which the wheels work, to admit 
of their moving backwards or tbrwards; the point of resistance is thus trans. 
ferred from the sides of the carriage-frame to the pivots in the cross-stays 
on which the axle.bars move; two loops would be attached to the edge of 
all the axle.bars, about live inches from their collars ; the bars being wider 
than the cross-stays, two bolts would pass through these loops to key them 
together, and keep them perpendicular over each other, that they shall all 
move in the ~amc direction. 

I-Ie next ch,cidated the foregoing principle of the traversing axles, by ex. 
hibitingto tl~caudience a four-wheeled locomotive, with the axles placed 
into the frame diagonally to such an angle as was required to work round a 
circular iron raihvay thirty-fbur feet six inches in cirenmference, the off. 
wheels being se yen-eighths of an inch larger in the periphery of the wheels 
!has the inner wheels, which is precisely the same thing as i f the  periphery 
,~l'the wheels had heeu turned both of a size and the flange left on. The 
rail and carriages being made on a scale o f  one inch to the foot. A two-wheel 
carriage laden very heavy was attached to the locomotive, and when setin 
motion they traversed round the circle in five seconds, or at the compara. 
tire rate of fifty miles in an hour. He next explained the nature of work. 
ing them by manual labour, and showed that by fixing a handle to a spoke 
of the large anti-ti'iction or driving wheel, they may be propelled with ira. 
mense velocity, tl~e friction being transferred from the ground wheels, which 
revolve seventy-five times, to the upper wheels, which only revolve one% 
thereby t,rovit~g that there would be scarcely any wear in the working 
wheels, l ie  next exhibited a fbur-wheel carriage, on which a man pro- 
pelled himself by turning the wheels as he sat upon it. Mr. Coles then 
placed 168 lbs. weight upon the carriage, and placed it upon a level iron 
plane, and attached a six ounce weight and brought it over a pulley which 
propelled it, the weight was then taken off and the common wheels were 
employed~ and the aforesaid load of 168 lbs. placed upon it, and it required 
eight times greater power, viz. tbrty-eight ounces to propel it ; thus clearly 
demonstrating that one pound power is equal to eight pounds now on rail. 
ways, or sixty.four lbs. on lhe common roads, the advantages are of a like 
proportion if employed on the common roads~ and this increase of power is 
gained by the reduction of friction in the axles alone, leaving tor future ex- 
periments to show what friction remains to be got rid of between the flanges 
of the wheels and the rail~, which is easily accomplished by the use of a 
step-rail and traversing axles. 

The  lecturer further showed that his patent anti-friction machinery is 
about to be applied to vessels and other machinery, tbr which he has also a 
more recent patent, when the combined ibrce of manual labour and steam 
may be employed with considerable advantage. The steam power to drive 
one pair of paddle-wheels, and manual labour the other pair, by which two 
thirds of the fuel may be saved~ the motion of the friction wheels being 
nearly ten times slower than the slowest motion of the carriage wheels, 
which we need not repeat.  Railway l~Iag. 
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~nltiraeile Iron. 

We have again, in our past two Numbers, observed on the increased ap. 
plication of anthracite, or stone coal, which more particularly abounds in 
South Wales, h.e[and, and America. Looking to those districts at home 
where this description of fuel is most plentiful~ it is a matter of surprise 
that works have not been erected' upon an extensive scale for earryingout 
Mr. Crane's patent for making iron by the use of hot.blast with anthracite. 
Itaving had an opportunity some months since, of visiting the Yniseedwyn 
work% we there saw three furnaces in active operation, the one producing 
iro~ from anthracite alone--another having two.thirds of that material, 
the remaining third being coal of a bituminous na tu re~and  the latter, 
worked solely with bituminous coal, yielding a weekly "make" of 140 to 
150 tons. 

The result of our inquiries made on that occasion from the proprietor, 
whose courtesy it aflbrds us pleasure here to acknowledge, was, that the 
iron produced from the stone coal was most in e~teem, as possessing tenacity 
and strength, and that the only cause then assignable of any other descrip- 
tion of coal being used, was the inability, at that time, of obtaining a auf. 
ticient supply of anthracite, which, however, we have reason to believe, has 
since been removed, and In which out" attention has been directed by 
Mr.J .Johnson,  of Liverpool, agentleman to whom we are indebted, ona 
former occasion, for an interesting paper "On the Iron Trade . "  Works 
were then in course of erection (the Ystal.y-fera) within some six m" seven 
miles of the Yniscedwyn works, which were being carried on by a Liver- 
pool Company, projected, we believe, by Mr. Mauby~ the (late) engineer, 
Mr. Budd, of Liverpool, and Mr. Bevan~ of Swansea, the latter being the 
present manager or superintendent, and whom we had the pleasure of meet- 
ing on the spot. These works promise to be of an extensive character, 
and a railway is laid down from the collieries to supply the furnaces, which 
we were given to understand were to be worked with stone coal, on the 
principle patented by Mr. Crane. Only one furnace, we belier% is at present 
in action, and that with a limited proportion of stone coal, in the manufac- 
lure of pig-iron or castings. We have not accurately learned the reason, 
but believe it is attributable to want of supply, and thus not affecting the 
question of the applicability of stone coal to the manufacture of i ron~a  fact, 
indeed, iocontestibly proved by Mr. Crane's patent~ which has been so suc- 
cessfully carried out at the Yniscedwyn works. 

We have not space this week to enter so fully, as is our wish~ into detail, 
but cannot leave the subject without adverting to a matter which, to us, 
would appear to reflect discredit on the capitalists and iron masters of South 
Wales generally. We refer more immediately to those connected with the 
anthracite coal-field. With facts before them, such as must remove the 
doubts of the most sceptical, strange is it that we do not find the possessors 
of the mineral or the capitalist disposed to avail himself of the advantages 
which are so selfaooarent to arise trom a judicious outlay of capital in an 
Immense coal-field~ with abundance o[ lroust~m% and possessing the advan- 
tage of water cotnmunication. How is this to be accounted Ibr?--is the natural 
question which arises in the mind of every one who gives the matter one 
moment's consideration.; and to this we can only offer one reply, and that 
so impotent~ that we are at a h)ss to aftbrd those satisfactory reasons which 
might be expected from us, accompanied by a remedial measure. The only 
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reason we can advance is the long contested right of patent, and the forth- 
coming trial of "Crane  v. Price." It would be improper at this moment 
to enter into the merits of this cause--suffice it to say, that the Messrs. Price, 
the defendants, conteqd that Mr, George Crane cannot maintain his patent, 
although they are, as must all paties be, ready to admit that Mr. Crane has 9 
at considerable cost of money and application of time and labour devoted to 
the subject, brought about the successful results, of which the defendants are 
desirous of obtaining the benelils~the advantage sought by the patentee (we 
believe a royalty ol one shilling per ton on iron) being disputed by them. 
We know on which side equity and justice lie, but what construction may 
be put on the Patent Laws, or ~hat quibble may be raised by counsel, we ate 
not prepared to say; and we fear that this contention has prevented parties 
front availing themselves of Mr. Crane's patent, being anxious to avoid pay. 
ing so ezorbilanl a royalty, and, therefore, await the issue of tile trial. 

Minitag ~,our, 

Locomotives on Common Roads. 
I~.EPOIUI' OF  T H ~  O O M M I T T I ~ E ,  

The committee, after some preliminary observations, thus describe the 
apparatus of the locomotive of M. C. D i e t z : ~  

The apparatus is principally composed of two steam cylinders united to 
a tube-shaped boiler, similar to those of other locomotives, but with a cireu. 

r iv, lar fu nac% according, to the plan of M. Bury. The action of the steam 
is communicated by means of two pistons attached to transverse cranks; 
but tile movement does not hear directly upon the axle-tree as in other loco. 
motives; and this is not the oDly distinction of the Dietz Remorqueur; it 
bears upon the ground in a manner totally different from other engines. It 
is hung on eight wheels~six of which are less than tile others. The six 
small wheels are constructed like tile castors of a bedstead, and are dis- 
tributed at each end of the engine, the weight of which thus divided is sup. 
ported by them. Betwee,a each of these wheels and the body of the remof 
queur are springs of very great strength, but which are so adapted as to have 
considerable play. These small wheels may be considered as almost ex- 
clusively employed for the hanging of the engine,--that is, they may be 
lotted by the springs into every accidental cavity on the road, and thus 
they support in a great degree, the principal share of the weight. The six 
small wheels are connected together so as to assist in guiding the engine 
by a mechanism which causes the forewheels to converge simultaneously in 
one direction, whilst the hind wheels are in an inverse position, and it is 
turned to tile right or left, as occasion may require, without any violent 
e~tbrt, by the steering apparatus. In this ~emorqueur ttae impulse is given 
by the adhesion of the two larger wheels' to the ground, for which purpose 
they are not shod with an iron tire in the ordinary way, but are encircled 
with pieces of wood placed upright in juxta.position, and inserted laterally 
between two circular pieces fastened to the sides of the folloes. 

The wheels are put in motion by means of a strong endless chain; and 
this kind of motion allows the body of the locomotive to oscillate upon the 
numerous springs which support it, and to follow every change in the di- 
rection of the wheels, without the least disturbance of the mechanism. 

On the day of trial the remorqueur, of the construction of which we have 
ust given the principal particulars, was followed by its tender~ and by a 

large diligence capable of containing a number ol' persons. 


